
PROGRESS ON YEAR PLAN 
As summer comes to an end and the school year approaches, we will reflect on some of 
the steps that we have taken as a caucus to achieve our year plan. Since three of our 
current four members worked full-time over the summer in different cities, the progress 
made is not a completely desirable rather feasible. We also had two members going 
away for vacation at different times, making a physical meetings over the summer very 
hard to schedule. Nevertheless, here are some of the updates that we currently have:  
 
Outreach  
Objective 1: Social Media (Instagram and Facebook) 
 After taking to Wooder, we realized that it was better to focus our efforts on 
Commerce specific events rather than Welcome Week as a whole. He raised that by 
targeting Welcome Week, we would not reach the right audience per-say. Although this 
social media presence is important, instead we will focus more on the events that DCS is 
hosting this September and launching our Instagram page then.  
 
Objective 2: Last SRA meeting, the Commerce caucus and the other faculty 
representatives decided that last meeting was not worth doing a video about as we only 
talked about year plans. Therefore, last week Haley, Communications Officer, helped us 
create an infographic to share the same information. Very good news about this platform 
point is that after talking to Scott and him bringing it up to the BoD meeting, they have 
outlined this as a priority to them as well. This means that Haley will be able to schedule 
a specific time after each meeting to film and edit our videos so they look professional 
and can be released quicker. This is magnificent, because it takes away the burden of 
many students who need to take more time to edit and film! So THANK YOU BoD AND 
HALEY!!!  
 
Objective 3: In regards to Club Fest, by the time you are reading this Club Fest will have 
happened already. We hope for it to be a success! SRA Commerce along with some 
other faculties (Vaishna: Science, Marina: Nursing) bounced ideas of phone cases, 
phone pop-ups and sunglasses to give out. However, after meeting with Wooder, he 
advices on focusing on an item that people would get a value out of and people would 
want. This lead us to the idea of laptop stickers. Vaishna and I met with Vlad from 
Underground to figure out how much it would cost (Emilya was busy at that time). 
Although we wanted to order a bunch before Club Fest, I left the country forgetting to 
email Emilya to set up the order and only got wifi later when it was too close to the date. 
I am still interested in investing in laptop stickers as it would be a good way to create 
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outreach, I will order them soon and will update you all if anyone is interested in getting 
some.  
 
Objective 4: As previously mentioned, Wooder advised us to focus on Commerce-
specific events.  
 
Another initiative lead by Arianna focused on outreach, and happened when she was 
invited to help in creating a newsletter for incoming first years, where she included that 
SRA was a great way to get involved in the community. This type of actions make me 
very glad of the group that we have for this caucus.  
 
The remainder of the objectives have not been started yet but will begin as soon as we 
begin school.  
 
PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
Not many events have happened with us.  
 
CURRENT CHALLENGES  
We have contacted the DCS President, Joel MchPherson, and we are awaiting his reply 
on collaboration for different events throughout this year. One of the events that we are 
really looking forward to is the DCS Barbecue that we are looking forward to hopefully 
attend it.  
 
CURRENT CHALLENGES  
It proved difficult to meet during the summer for other things than to write our year-plan 
and take our caucus picture. We are currently waiting to see if one of our members is 
officially off SRA and, if they are, if we need to reopen a seat in the upcoming weeks and 
some things of our year plan will change.With many people being away for summer 
vacations and us waiting a decision, we have delayed many of our plans to see where 
the Commerce caucus remains. Being summer time many people have taken some time 
to answer our questions regarding SRA, so now we look forward to a more timely 
response.  
 
SUCCESSES  
 Most of the work that is put is behind the scenes and unnoticed. Therefore, I would like 
to thank our caucus for all the meetings within our caucus and external parties that we 
have had to plan this year. We have gathered much perspective on how to go about 
many of our ideas and would like to thank Scott and Wooder for sitting with us and 
working through our year plan. I recommend and encourage other Assembly members 
to reach out to different full-time staff to hear their recommendations about an event that 
you are planning. It was after talking to Wooder that I realized that our resources were 
not being properly allocated in certain events.  
  
OTHER 
If you have read this far, you my friend, are awesome! If there is anything I can clarify, 
you want to partner up with, or just say “CHEERIO”, let me know.  
 
Best, 
 
Selene Dominguez Florean 
SRA Commerce Caucus Leader 
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